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On graduating from architecture school in 1995, I embarked upon creating an inventory of Delhi’s heritage buildings with great enthusiasm. My
   
 
        teer with the Conservation Society of Delhi throughout my architectural
studies.
During the three years that it took to prepare and publish the inventory,
I had the opportunity to be based at Sanskriti Pratishthan, whose Chairman, the illustrious and most remarkable Shri OP Jain was also Chairman
of Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage. Had I not already not
been well entrenched in conservation, the inspiration of sitting and work               
to pursue a career in Landscape architecture – a thought that has often
returned to me during the long period of time I have known and interacted
with Muhammed Shaheer.
Designed by Muhammed Shaheer, the Sanskriti landscape is an oasis
of tranquility, a perfect setting for the creative work carried out here by the
thousands of artists from worldwide locations who have had opportunities to stay here. The landscape design has creatively combined need
               
needs and evokes historic building and landscape traditions that are appropriate for the museum setting.
Since 1999, on my employment with the Aga Khan Trust for Culture,
I have been privileged to work closely with Prof Shaheer on three major projects, the Humayun’s Tomb garden restoration, the Baghe Babur
restoration in Kabul, Afghanistan and the Sundar nursery development
in Delhi. I was also a member of the Delhi Urban Art Commission during
one of Prof Shaheer’s terms on the regulatory body. Regular discussions,
meetings, site inspections with him over a fourteen year period has been
one the highlights of my own career and indeed my life.
Shaheer’s engagement with the Humayun’s Tomb garden restoration
pre-dated my own involvement and was the foundation on the basis of
   !    #     
  $ 
garden restoration at any of our monuments of national importance and
     !    %&'    #
Thus there was no precedent for what was to be undertaken and it re      *+     sure implementation. Shaheer combined a deep knowledge of Mughal
landscape design with a phenomenal practical understanding of landscape needs in public spaces to arrive at a simple yet powerful landscape
   
          / 0  #
Attention to detail ensured that tasks as diverse as accurately restoring
ground levels which varied in each of the 32 garden plots to planting plans

Pic1: Ratish Nanda became more determine
in his chosen profession
of landscape Architec  /

Muhammad Shaheer in
designing landscape of
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Photo by: Mahdieh Khajeh Piri, 2012.
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using the few species mentioned in Mughal chronicles were made to ap  
             

known of planting patterns. Though ensuring attention to detail, Shaheer
     *+                   4     
India were attended.
The Baghe Babur restoration undertaken by the Aga Khan Trust for
6  7  4
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landscape had been destroyed during successive alterations in the 19th
and 20th centuries and during the two decades of civil war. It took only
a few site visits for Shaheer to establish a landscape master plan for the
area that not only respected the historic landscape but also drew upon
traditional Afghan horticulture practice. In a situation where regular site
    
$        
               ronment. Most charming and insightful were the little details such as the
merging of modern irrigation systems based on piping to avoid evaporation loss with traditional systems based on open channels enjoyed by
visitors who can enjoy the gurgling of water and relate to the constant
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himself. Shaheer’s massing and planting plan allowed accurate interpretation by Afghan horticulturists who enjoyed some freedom in choosing
appropriate species within guidelines provided. That the restoration has
been most popular amongst Afghans with over 30,000 visiting each week
is a tribute to a master landscape architect.
The Humayun’s Tomb and Baghe Babur projects were only a prelude to
an intense professional association Shaheer has had with us at the Aga
Khan Trust for Culture. Since 2007, we have been developing a 90 acre
city park in the setting of the Humayun’s Tomb world heritage site. The
landscape amalgamates historic monuments with ecological zones and
active nursery functions while ensuring high standards of craftsmanship
and an aspired interpretation of the Persian garden elements for a new
garden located in the heart of India’s capital. Shaheer’s devotion to ensuring the best and his deep understanding of building material has meant
         ?        47E6  neers, Architects and contractors – way beyond expectations and in turn
helping several professionals develop their understanding and skills.
It has been an honour to have had a close association with a master
and be inspired by both the professional landscape architect and the per F  #

